
Whether it is cases of a four-year old boy repeatedly abused by the bus driver and conductor

on his way back home, or of a 13-year old girl gang raped by the Railway Police Force soon

after she got off a train, crimes against children, particularly sexual violence, have become

more horrific. Even girls as young as two and eight years have not been spared. In fact, the

uterus of the eight year old had to be removed after she was inhumanly raped.

Sexual violence is also rampant through pornography, internet or via commercial sex

exploitation and sex tourism. Both boys and girls are victimized.

The fact that children are sexually assaulted by family members, relatives and others the

children trust or know, including institutions such as schools, homes, hostels, orphanages

that are meant to protect children, is often hidden. Very young children are in no position to

complain and older children need an enabling environment and abundance of counselling

to complain and then depose before the courts. 

The impact and long term damage of such violence on a child is severe. However, most

often there is hesitation in raising the issue of sexual offence. Children who are very young

are not in a position to tell and those who know something very wrong has happened often

do not have spaces to be heard. A child subjected to sexual violence is silenced because of

the power imbalance between her and the perpetrator of crime. It is only when an adult

notices the change in behaviour of the child and takes courage, the first step is taken to reg-

ister a complaint. 

Where does the complaint get lodged? How is the statement of the child recorded and

who does that? Children who are victims cannot be further victimized by having to depose

and relive the agony. 

Even after the case is filed, there are difficulties in prosecuting the criminal. The criminal

justice system is primarily geared to deal with adults and investigation is entrusted to the

police. Under such a system it would be difficult to safeguard the ‘best interests’ of the child.

Typically the current practice of trying a case amounts to examining the statement of a child

who is in trauma against the denial of an adult and with no eyewitnesses. 

During cross examination the child must be protected from hostile processes that expose

child victims/witnesses to vulnerability. Cross examination has to be in the presence of a

person whom the child trusts. Care must be taken to enable the child to participate, especial-

ly where the child so desires and judges must take care to use video-recording, or in-cham-

ber procedures, or evidence gathering through commissions. Judges, defense lawyers and

public prosecutors need to be knowledgeable about child sexual assault and the behaviour

of child sex offenders. Considering that every day counts for the child there has to be a

speedy process of trial by Special/Children’s Courts identified for the purpose. It is equally

important that the child is rehabilitated and given effective long term support.  All this

requires a revisit to aspects of jurisprudence which is currently adult-centric and introduce

child-related jurisprudence. �

Shantha  Sinha

Child Jurisprudence Needed
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Concerned about reports of growing child sex abuse in tourist
places in Kerala, the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) directed the
NCPCR to look into the matter in July. A Commission team, led

by Chairperson Shantha Sinha, visited Thiruvananthapuram in
August and after meeting several people concluded that sexual
abuse of children, particularly boys, along the coastal belt of Kerala
has become widespread.

The Commission’s report says:
� sexual abuse of boys in particular has permeated to villages

and households
� children drop out of school in large numbers after Class 7,

falling prey to rackets enticing them into sexual exploitation,
drug abuse and alcoholism

� in 2008-09, 91 children below 14 committed suicide and 1400
children went missing, indicating the consequences of physi-
cal, sexual and social violence they are being subjected to

� there are several categories of foreign tourists— those seeking
sexual gratification keep returning to Kerala and live in home-

stay type accommodation. Some of the long-stay foreigners
are middle-aged or older and blend into the community by
offering services like teaching English

� during the tourist season, foreign men and women, over 60
years, can be seen going around with children     

� children are contacted through local mediators and enticed
by gifts from foreigners

� children are also sexually exploited by their own relatives
� caught in a web of powerful forces, children have often been

forced to withdraw complaints of  crimes against them
The Commission has recommended a slew of measures for

different sections of the government. It also spelled out collabora-
tive measures between concerned departments and between gov-
ernment and civil society.  Emphasizing that the safety of children
was non-negotiable,  the Chairperson wrote a letter to the state’s
Chief Secretary, Dr P Prabhakaran, and others stating, “While the
growth of tourism in Kerala in itself is commendable, it cannot be
allowed at the expense of child rights.  The abuse and exploitation
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Addressing Child Sexual
Exploitation in Kerala
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A view of a beach in Kerala
(Image is for representational purpose only)



of children must end forthwith.” Listing specific cases of child
abuse involving foreigners, she urged the Chief Secretary to set up
a state level coordination committee on the matter.

Lifting the Lid off Paedophilia
The issue came to light in an India Today article titled ‘Predators
on the Prowl,’ and led to action by the PMO. The article highlight-
ed sexual abuse of children in the Kovalam Beach area of
Thiruvananthapuram by foreign tourists and by domestic tourists
in Guruvayur, a pilgrim centre in the state. The expose has shaken
the state’s Tourism Department which was able to attract six lakh
foreign tourists in 2009 and garner revenue of over Rs 10,000 crore.

Thirty nine of 705 children interviewed by Kerala’s Mahila
Samakhya Society (KMSS) recently have also admitted to sexual
abuse. Even those not wanting to speak up confirmed widespread
child abuse. Parents too were silent because sex tourism often led
to enhanced income for families, mobile phones and foreign vis-
its for children and their families. 

Commission Gets Going
The four member NCPCR team which included former member
Dipa Dixit, Registrar B K Sahu and coordinator of the Bangalore-
based NGO EQUATIONS, S Vidya, met  representatives of the Police
Department in Thiruvanathapuram, civil society members includ-
ing those from KMSS, activists and journalists to understand the
extent of sex tourism and child abuse. It also met with the
Additional Chief Secretary and senior officials in the Departments
of Social Welfare, Home, School Education and Labour.

Recommendations
Emphasizing that children must be viewed with empathy and
allowed to make a complaint or seek counselling without being
labeled as offenders or ‘bad’ characters, the Commission has rec-
ommended that:

� The Tourism Department must:
– revive and continue in a sustained fashion the earlier cam-

paign on ‘zero tolerance’ of sex tourism. Also, with paedophil-
ia being mostly outside the hotel sector, vigilance of ‘home
stays’ and rentals is important. Survey and registration of all
‘home stays’ in tourist areas like Kovalam Beach; strict warning
to house owners against encouraging sex tourism and
exploitation of children; random inspections and raids as a
means of monitoring

– Setting up of a ‘watchdog agency’ within the Department   

� The Police Department must:
– Recognize that children cannot make complaints in this

regard. It must therefore not wait for a complaint but should
be pro-active and conduct raids even on suspicion about such
a practice, without considering breach of privacy

– Undertake proper scrutiny before approving extension of 
foreign visas

– Prepare a monthly intelligence report of all ‘home stays’ of for-
eigners, to be reviewed by high level police officials. Cases

must be registered on the basis of these reports wherever such
crimes are suspected 

– As the ‘Tourist Police’ have full knowledge and information on
child sex abuse, greater coordination is needed between them
and other police functionaries. The department must also evolve
procedures for information sharing with organizations like KMSS 

– ‘Suspicious’ tuition centres must be discontinued; there must
be a watch on foreigners in the company of children to ensure
the children are not sexually exploited

– Department to furnish NCPCR with details of the cases relat-
ing to Mr Spatti Jakob, Mr Koler Michel Joseph and Mr Eric
Antony Parker. Child molestation cases had been registered
against these foreign nationals and in one case, withdrawn
under pressure. NCPCR wants to further examine the cases for
identifying gaps in the system

� The Social Welfare Department must reduce gaps in the imple-
mentation of Orphanages Act, 1960 and JJ Act, 2000. With the
help of the Kerala Police, the Commission has said unrecog-
nized orphanages and children’s homes must be stamped out.

� The Education Department must review cases of long absen-
teeism in schools on a regular basis. Community groups like
KMSS should collaborate on reviewing attendance of children
in schools with the support of the district education officer;
panchayats being very strong in Kerala, they must be used as
grievance redressal cells.
For better collaboration between the departments of Social

Welfare, Education, Tourism and Police there must be clearly
established protocols of rescue and rehabilitation strategies, the
Commission has said. The state government has been asked to
consider constitution of a coordination committee, headed by the
Chief Secretary with Secretaries of the concerned departments as
members, to review on a monthly basis the inter-departmental
convergence issues on child rights.  

NCPCR has asked for the constitution of State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights, State Child Protection Society and
District Child Protection Units in every district, as well as
Children’s Courts. It has sought appointment of special public
prosecutors trained in child rights jurisprudence. 

For greater government-civil society interaction, organisations
like KMSS that have contacts up to the household level through
their networks of women’s groups, school teachers and anganwadi
workers, it has said, must be involved by the district authorities in
information-sharing to combat sexual exploitation of children. �
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Preventing Child Abuse During CWG 2010
Based on its finding in Kerala, the NCPCR set up a control room

and took a series of measures to ensure that there was no child

trafficking or abuse during the Commonwealth Games. The

roles of Child Helpline, police, ministry of women and child

development and Delhi government’s WCD were defined. �



The number of complaints received by the National
Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) on child
exploitation has increased tremendously during the last three

years. The complaints, reported from 35 states, surged from 35 in
2007-08 to 763 in 2009-2010.

These complaints range from incidents of rape, physical and
mental torture, humiliation and trafficking. The Commission dis-
posed off 267 of these cases with 496 cases still pending. 

The highest number of complaints were from Uttar Pradesh
(179) followed by Delhi (127), Orissa (58), Bihar (46) and Madhya
Pradesh (42). West Bengal, once considered one of the safest states
for women and children, has reported 39 cases and is sixth on the list.

The North-eastern states have fared better with no cases being
reported from Sikkim, Tripura and Meghalaya. While Arunachal
Pradesh and Manipur reported two cases each, only one case was
reported from Nagaland and Manipur. The number of complaints
on child excesses in schools, which includes acts of sexual abuse,
harassment, humiliation, murder, corporal punishment and
wrongful confinement, has almost tripled in the past three years.

The complaints received by the NCPCR are processed and for-
warded to the concerned state governments for appropriate
action under relevant laws. When the action taken or the speed of
disposal of the cases is not satisfactory the NCPCR sends them
back to the states for further investigation.

However, certain deficiencies in the existing systems and laws
result in an act of violence not being treated as a crime. According
to Mr Lov Verma, Member Secretary, NCPCR, laws on child sexual
abuse needed to go beyond the penetrative nature of assault. 

Some of these gaps are expected to be plugged by the Protection
of Children From Sexual Offences Bill, 2010, the draft of which is
being circulated for feedback from concerned ministries. The
NCPCR, which has provided inputs to the Bill, hopes effective jus-
tice will be provided to children who are affected by such crimes. �
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Exploitation of 
Children on the Rise Enrolement drive pushes up 

attendance in Dantewada schools

The Commission Swings Into Action
A complaint was received by the Commission about a five year
old girl child being raped and murdered in Jamshedpur,
Jharkhand. The NCPCR immediately asked the District
Collector to inquire into the matter. A case was registered under
Section 376, 302, 201 of the IPC against the culprit and a charge
sheet was filed in the concerned court. Thanks to the
Commission’s efforts, the mother of the child was given free
legal aid, shelter and enrolled for a BPL card.  �

Ensuring  Justice Is Neither 
Delayed nor Denied
After a report appeared in a newspaper of a nine-year-old girl
being stripped in front of her classmates by her teacher in a
Faridabad school allegedly because of non-payment of fees,
the NCPCR swung into action. It took suo motu cognizance of
the matter and asked the Deputy Commissioner, Faridabad,
Haryana, to inquire into the matter and send a report. A case
was registered under Section 354 of IPC and the SC/ST Act,
1989, against the accused teacher who was arrested. A charge
sheet was filed in the court. Directions were issued to the
District Education Officer to ensure such incidents did not
occur in the area again.  �



In a heart warming instance of what individual persistence can
do, three little lost boys in Vellore were reunited with their fam-
ilies from diametrically different parts of the country by the

efforts of a member of the Child Welfare Committee (CWC) of
Vellore, Tamil Nadu. 

The three boys from Assam, Rajasthan and ‘Bombay’ as the
third one claimed, had been found separately by authorities in the
city and put up in a government reception home in Vellore run by
the child welfare department. When Vellore CWC member Ruby
Nakka happened to visit Assam in September for some work, she
sought the help of the CWC members there in making enquiries
about the lost Assamese boy’s family. To Ruby’s delight, the boy’s
family was tracked down in two hours. 

Encouraged, Ruby started working on the cases of the other
two children as well. The boy from Rajasthan had named a small
town to which he belonged in the state. Ruby ‘googled’ the town’s
police station and got hold of its phone number. She called up
and asked for an email address to send the boy’s particulars.
Within 10 minutes of the information exchange, the child’s fam-
ily was located!    

Alone now in the home, the third child, nine-year old
Mohammad Fazulu, spoke wistfully about the upcoming Ramzan,
saying his father must have bought new clothes for him for Eid.
Fazulu had been found by the Railway Protection Force at Vellore
station. He was taken to a local NGO which referred his case to the
CWC on April 30. Giving details of his family, Fazulu said he had
been living in ‘Bombay’ and he knew the Kannada alphabet.
Playing ball one day near the railway tracks, the ball fell inside a
train which started moving when he entered it to pick up the ball.
The next he knew, he was at Vellore railway station. 

Fazulu’s details were sent to the Mumbai CWC and also to a
representative there of Childline 1098, but unfortunately the infor-
mation was not enough for the search to be successful. Ruby
decided to send the child to Mumbai a little later with an escort so
that the CWC there could further the search, but in the meantime
she wanted to explore other options herself.

She requested her activist friend Shabnam Hashmi to help her
in making an announcement about Fazulu in Mumbai masjids on
the day of Ramzan, hoping that Fazulu’s family would be attending
the prayers.  Hashmi instead suggested approaching the media.
The Times of India published a story on the search for Fazulu’s
family. Reading it, a retired assistant police commissioner suggest-
ed that the boy might be from Karnataka rather than Maharashtra.
Soon, Ruby was inundated with media calls and interviews.
Fazulu’s story was headline news on TV channels. It seemed the
whole country was searching for his family. Ruby attended every
call, waiting on tenterhooks for that one call which would mean
the end of Fazulu’s heart break. 

At 4 am finally, on a day when Ruby had just finished telecasting
live appeals till almost midnight the previous day, she was woken
from sleep by a man speaking to her on the phone in Kannada.

When she said she did not understand the language, he told her in
Hindi that he was Fazulu’s father from Bangalore. Ruby was up in a
trice, cross-questioning him. He appeared to be genuine, so she told
him to come to Vellore immediately with some evidence.

She met the family at the bus stand and handed them over to
the Superintendent at the reception home, not able to witness
their reunion with Fazulu as she was running late for a personal
trip to Bangalore. The reunion occurred in the full glare of the
media, in the presence of the district collector. The gambit of
redoubling their own search efforts in Vellore rather than sending

the boy off to Mumbai without concrete leads had paid off. 
Ruby soon received a thank-you call from Fazulu’s father who,

knowing that she was in Bangalore, invited her to their house for
Ramzan. When they met, Fazulu was all dressed up for the festival
with henna applied on his hands and kajal in his eyes. The family
lived in a single bedroom house with a kitchen. They were all
waiting excitedly to meet her. For the first time ever, Ruby ate a
traditional Ramzan dinner in a Muslim home. Photographs were
taken and when Ruby left, she gave Fazulu a big hug and told him
to study hard.  

Says Ruby, “Fazulu and the other two boys taught me: Every
child can have a family, if adults can work harder to find one.”  �

(Ruby Nakka shared with the NCPCR this account of her success
story on finding Fazulu)
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Training in Bodh Gaya by RTE Division  
The NCPCR’s RTE Division held a training workshop on preparing
School Development Plans for state-level resource persons of
Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and State Education Departments in Bodh
Gaya, Bihar, in October. The workshop was organised by the
Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti (BGVS).

During the training, participants were told that the role of
School Management Committees (SMCs) in supporting the imple-
mentation and monitoring of the RTE Act was crucial to its suc-
cess. The SMCs also had the important role of framing School
Development Plans (SDPs) for their schools. To improve their
understanding of the issue, participants visited government and
private schools in Bodh Gaya to develop SDPs based on interac-
tion with children, community members and teachers and by
perusing school records.

For instance, at the primary and middle school in Amva pan-
chayat of Bodh Gaya block, it was found that the Pupil Teacher
Ratio (PTR) and other norms prescribed in the Act were not being
followed. There were just 10 teachers for the 595 students present
in the school. It was also found that to fulfill requirements under
RTE norms, 16 more classrooms, more toilets, chairs and desks for
students, a library and books were needed. There was also need to
make the school building disabled-friendly and training the teach-

ers to raise awareness about requirements under RTE.   
The interaction with community members and children both

in and out of school revealed a high level of corporal punishment
in schools and unfriendly behaviour of the staff with parents.
Several other issues came up such as money being charged for
admission and poor quality of midday meals. Community mem-
bers were skeptical about the ability of SMCs to play a monitor-
ing role as envisaged in the Act, citing the influence of upper
castes and panchayat members on decision-making in villages in
the state. 

First RTE-related public hearing held in Bhopal

NCPCR’s first public hearing on the RTE Act was held in Bhopal,
Madhya Pradesh, in September. Organized in collaboration with
ActionAid and a consortium of grassroots level NGOs from the
state, the hearing brought together state officials and children on
a common platform to resolve cases and protect children’s right
to education.

The bench comprised NCPCR Chairperson Dr Shantha Sinha,
Commission Member Secretary Mr Lov Verma, National
Coordinator, RTE, Ms Kiran Bhatty, and Mr Vinod Raina, president,
Bharat Gyan Vigyan Samiti. Many of the cases brought before the
bench related to caste-based discrimination in schools, lack of
school infrastructure, child labour, poor quality or unavailability
of midday meals, sexual abuse and corporal punishment. 

The Commission has sent its directives to the state education
secretary and other officials from Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan and the
Education Department for action. Timelines for each directive has
been given, at the end of which the state is to submit an Action
Taken Report (ATR) to NCPCR. A committee was formed to follow
up with the state government and also verify the ATRs received by
the Commission. 

RTE state representatives 
The NCPCR has selected state representatives to support it in
monitoring RTE in their respective states. They were selected
through a process of consultation and meetings with members of
civil society organisations, government officials, educationists and
members from the RTE Expert Group. 

The key responsibilities envisioned for the RTE state represen-
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tatives would be to provide technical inputs on improving aspects
of the education system and pedagogy, coordinate with govern-
ment officials in their states, conduct enquiries of specific com-
plaints on behalf of NCPCR and form coalitions with civil society
organisations working on education to form advocacy networks. 

The RTE representatives selected from 17 states so far include:

Ending Child Labour with RTE in Dungarpur 
A three member NCPCR team visited Dungarpur district in
Rajasthan in October to see how implementation of the RTE Act
there could end child labour and child trafficking. The
Commission team was told that of the 60 percent of Dungarpur’s
population that migrated to Gujarat annually in search of employ-
ment, 20 percent (40,000) were trafficked children. Trafficking
takes place mainly from July to September, when the BT-cotton
fields are cross pollinated. Agents pay Rs 1,500-2,000 per child to
the parents. Despite a Task Force being formed in 2008 at the dis-
trict level and check posts set up to intercept children on the bor-
ders, trafficking continued as children were not being rescued at
the village level.

Therefore, community groups called the Kalam Sena were
formed in June by the district administration with the support of
UNICEF to stop trafficking at its source. Kalam Sena, comprising
of the sarpanch, teachers, patwaris and beat constables work at
the panchayat level to mobilize communities against child traf-

ficking. Members of the Kalam Sena gave the RTE team insights
into the situation of children migrating to work in BT cotton
fields in Gujarat.

The Kalam Sena also spearhead the Nanhe Haath Kalam Ke
Saath (children’s hands should hold only pens) campaign and
help to keep panchayat level records of child labourers and the
agents (metes).Under the campaign, gram panchayats are imme-
diately informed when a child goes missing from school. Also,
the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee
Scheme (MGNREGA) was deployed during this monsoon season
to curb migration.  

The number of trafficked children fell by 3,000-5,000 this year
thanks to this village level vigilance, according to officials and the
Kanba panchayat Kalam Sena. The NCPCR was also informed that
80 children intercepted at the state border had been enrolled in
bridge education courses. 

In addition to interacting with the Kalam Sena, the team visit-
ed five government schools in Dungarpur district to examine their
compliance with the provisions of the RTE Act. It was found that
all the schools visited needed to improve their existing infrastruc-
ture. A dialogue was initiated with the district administration on
implementing RTE. The importance of strengthening schools to
attract children back from child labour and retain them in schools
through complete implementation of the RTE Act, was empha-
sized. The Collector expressed interest in conducting a workshop
on RTE in collaboration with the Commission for the benefit of the
district administration and other stakeholders.

Alwar RTE Public Hearing
A district level public hearing was held in November in Alwar,
Rajasthan, to examine cases of violation of the RTE Act. Organized
by NCPCR and the Alwar Mewat Institute of Education and
Development (AMIED), over 800 people attended this second
public hearing of the RTE Act held by the Commission. The hear-
ing was chaired by jury members comprising activist Swami
Agnivesh, journalist and NAC member Ms Farah Naqvi, education
activist Mr Suraj Kumar, Commission Chairperson Dr Shantha
Sinha and RTE National Coordinator Ms Kiran Bhatty.  

An awareness campaign was earlier held by AMIED in 110 vil-
lages of Tijara, Kishangarh Bas and Ramgarh blocks of Alwar dis-
trict in August in which 821 cases were identified. From these, 19
cases across 16 thematic issues were presented before the jury. The
main issues raised were related to inadequate school infrastruc-
ture, inadequate number of teachers and single teacher schools,
non-provision of text books, uniforms and stationary, caste-based
discrimination, demands for establishing new schools and
reopening old ones. 

State officials were summoned to the hearing to respond to
queries by jury members and directions were given to them. �

Andhra Pradesh Ms Bhanumati Kalluri and 
Mr Rajendra Prasad

Assam Ms Jeuti Berua
Bihar Mr Sanat Sinha and Sr. Sudha Verghese
Chhattisgarh  Mr Lalit Surjan and 

Mr Gautam Bandopadhyay
Goa Ms Nishtha Desai
Gujarat Mr Sukhdev Patel
Haryana Mr Suraj Kumar and Dr Dhaiya
Himachal Pradesh Ms CP Sujaya and Mr OP Bhurjatiya
Karnataka Ms Mary Punoos, Dr Jyotsana Jha and 

Mr Mathew Philip
Kerala Mr Krishna Kumar
Madhya Pradesh Ms Asha Mishra
Maharashtra  Mr Suryakant Kulkarni and Dr Gumble
Orissa  Mr Ranjan Mohanty and Mr Achyut Das
Rajasthan Mr Yogendra Upadhyay and 

Dr Sharada Jain
Tamil Nadu     Mr Henry Tiphagne and 

Mr Ossie Fernandez
Uttar Pradesh Ms Sehba Hussain and Ms Malini Ghosh
West Bengal Mr Probir Basu and  Mr Partha Roy
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End Child Trafficking
As in many other states, a large number of children from Orissa
have been taken to work in other states like Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu, Kerala, Maharashtra, Delhi and Rajasthan. While some
migrate with the families, others are trafficked. But all of them face
inhuman work and living conditions. The National Commission
for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR), which has been advocat-
ing for an end to child labour, has asked the Orissa government to
ensure the children are repatriated and restored to their homes. 

The Commission has recommended these children be tracked
by state officials through gram panchayats. Simultaneously, the
Labour Department should designate a Deputy Labour Commis-
sioner in all the receiving states to facilitate their repatriation. Till
they are sent home, shelter must be provided to all of them. 

In a recent meeting with the Orissa chief minister and con-
cerned government officials, NCPCR Chairperson Dr Shantha Sinha
appreciated the state’s efforts to set up the State Commission for
Protection of Child Rights (SCPCR) and the finalisation of state rules
for implementation of the Right to Education (RTE) Act. This would
help to ensure all children were sent to school.

Developing Model for Repatriation
In view of the right to education becoming a fundamental right,
the NCPCR team led by Dr Sinha said a public awareness drive
should be carried out by the state’s Labour Department in coordi-
nation with the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) against all forms of
child labour and the Child Labour Act enforced.

The Chairperson also pointed out that once instituted, the
SCPCR could look into these issues so that complaints received
from children, parents and others on the provisions of the Act,
could be resolved within the Education Department. 

She suggested a model for repatriation of children be devel-
oped by the state based on existing protocols. A District Task Force
comprising concerned departments and select NGOs could plan
identification, rescue and rehabilitation of child labour.

Children Affected by Civil Unrest 
The NCPCR team also shared its feedback from children forced
to discontinue education due to civil unrest in Kandhamal dur-
ing a public hearing in Orissa. Several of these children, now
working either as domestic child labour, on construction sites or
engaged in quarrying, were first- generation learners and keen to
study further. 

An estimate of such children should be drawn up, recom-
mended the Commission, and a case by case plan formulated to
bring them back to school. A coordination committee comprising
Directors of School Education, Social Welfare and Tribal depart-
ments should be constituted to ensure the school dropouts and
out of school children are prepared for an age appropriate class
and admitted into schools.

Children Abused in Residential Schools
Complaints and testimonies heard during the public hearing also
indicated that there was a need to remove all male staff – both
teaching and non-teaching staff – from the ashram schools to pre-
vent sexual abuse of girls in these schools. The NCPCR has request-
ed for a status report on the gender composition of the staff.  

Children with HIV and AIDS
According to reports, of the 1,200 children in the state infected
with HIV and AIDS, 100 were under anti retroviral treatment
(ART). The NCPCR pointed out that since adequate nutrition was
necessary to cope with this illness, all these children should be

able to avail of food supplements under the Integrated Child
Development Scheme (ICDS), the midday meal programme and
through BPL ration cards. Facilities for free transportation includ-
ing a bus and rail pass are to be given for children travelling to the
hospital for ART. A record of height and weight and other indica-
tors must be maintained at the ART centre to evaluate the child’s
response to the treatment.

Nutrition Plans under ICDS
On the issue of right to food and nutrition for children and the
functioning of ICDS, the NCPCR has asked the Orissa Department
of Social Welfare for an update on the status of the facilities for
storage of grains at block level and the plan for lifting rice from the
FCI godowns to the anganwadis. �

Ensuring Child Rights in Orissa 
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Audits on Malnutrition Deaths Needed 
Among the many cases presented at the second
public hearing on malnutrition in Madhya Pradesh
held in Bhopal in August was the heartrending
story of the death of two young sisters from malnu-
trition within weeks of each other in May. After
hearing Shyamlal, the impoverished father of the
girls, the NCPCR’s panel of jurists realized that the
deaths had occurred because the local Integrated
Child Development Scheme (ICDS) worker did not
refer the children belonging to the Korku tribal of
Khandwa district to a Nutritional Resource Centre
(NRC) despite clear symptoms of starvation. 

Although the state expanded its network of
NRCs and improved the Take Home Ration
(THR) following complaints of starvation deaths at the first pub-
lic hearing on malnutrition in MP in February 2009, children
continue to die from starvation. 

Twenty cases  were presented at the Bhopal hearing on malnu-
trition jointly organised with ActionAid, the jury comprising
Commission Member Secretary Mr Lov Verma, NCPCR’s RTE
National Coordinator Ms Kiran Bhatty and  public health activist Dr
Vandana Prasad. Testimonies from some of the worst affected dis-
tricts like Sheopur, Guna and Balaghat revealed that a large number
of deaths occurred due to inadequate access to NRCs or other
health facilities and negligence by anganwadi workers. 

Recommendations
The NCPCR team asked officials summoned for the hearing to
conduct an audit for every child who died of malnutrition. Also,
they were told to ensure their poverty-stricken families received
Antyodaya Cards, regular MGNREGS work on a priority basis and
at least two bags of wheat and rice for emergency food needs.
NCPCR directed that health camps be held in tribal districts where
malnourishment is prevalent. 

The NCPCR also recommended several measures to improve
delivery of health services and poverty alleviation programmes to
tackle these issues. These include:

Immediate measures
� ensuring that no child is denied admission in a NRC
� increasing number of open NRCs 
� constituting a committee to create a District Plan of Action to

address the high malnourishment in Guna district

Mid-term measures
� creating a team comprising WCD, Health, ICDS and NRHM

officials to review the health of children in the state and imple-

ment a plan of action against malnutrition 
� developing a method of keeping systematic
health records of children 
� disbursing adequate resources to expand NRCs 
� instructing and training health workers to
admit children of all grades of malnourishment
into NRC instead of only grade IV malnourished
children 
� carrying out sensitisation programmes for
anganwadi functionaries
� creating a malnutrition fund under the District
Collector in tribal areas

According to jury member Dr Prasad: “The key
issues are large policy level gaps at the central level,
large programmatic gaps in the ICDS, lack of con-

vergence between the departments of health and WCD, a lack of
informed advocacy and coordination between civil society groups
and a lack of initiative from the state government.”

These policy gaps could be bridged by adoption of a commu-
nity-based approach for prevention and management of all
degrees of malnutrition, the NCPCR recommends. Among the
other measures needed to be taken was to improve ICDS delivery,
institute NRCs in tribal areas and expand NRC’s admission criteria
so that all grades of malnutrition could be treated without any dis-
crimination. Audits of child deaths should be held jointly by ICDS
and National Rural health Mission (NRHM). The accredited social
health activist (ASHA) must be involved and priority given to
reducing staffing gaps. �
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Atal Bal Arogya Evam Poshan Mission
The state’s department of Women and Child Development
(WCD) recently launched the Atal Bal Arogya Evam Poshan
Mission, an integrated flagship programme to improve health
and education needs of children.

The scheme covers a wide range of issues like nutrition,
sanitation, clean drinking water and provision of better educa-
tion facilities to prepare them for a better future. It hopes to 
� reduce mortality rate for children under five years (U5MR)

from 94.2 to 60 per one thousand live births
� reduce the percentage of underweight children in the same

age group from 60 percent to 40 percent by 2015 and further
from 40 percent to 20 percent by 2020

� reduce prevalence of Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) in
children < 5 years from 12.6 percent to 5 percent by 2015
and to negligible by 2020 �

Malnutrition in Madhya
Pradesh Under Scanner



Tackling Corporal Punishment in School 
The NCPCR took suo moto cognizance of a news report that
appeared in a daily published from Delhi about a student, Pia
Chowdhury of Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan, losing her sight after being
hit on the eye with a notebook by her teacher. Within three days of
the news report, the Commission wrote to the District Collector
and Superintendent of Police asking them to investigate the mat-
ter and report to the Commission within 30 days. The report was
to include:
� A copy of the medical report and FIR
� Proof that the medical expenses of the child were being borne

by the state and she would be adequately compensated
� The steps being taken by the state government to check corpo-

ral punishment in educational institutions 
Pia and her family met the NCPCR chairperson on August 30

and said they were dissatisfied with the district administration’s
handling of the matter. Reminders were sent to the authorities on
September 6. 

Citing the FIR registered, the Commission was informed that
the teacher had been arrested and later released on bail. Interim
relief of Rs 25,000 had been provided to the family for immediate
medical expenses. The District Magistrate had also written to the
CBSE to take action against the school and the girl’s family had
moved the courts for compensation.

The Commission has also asked the Shankar Netralaya in
Chennai for an opinion about the chances of Pia’s eyesight being
restored.

Visits to Discuss Child Rights
NCPCR Chairperson Shantha Sinha delivered the keynote address
at the National Legal Services Authority’s regional conference on
‘Right of Children and Role of Legal Services Authorities’ held in
Kerala in August. It was attended by child rights activists and con-
cerned government officials from 10 states in south India. 

In Thiruvananthapuram, Dr Sinha held discussions with
Kerala Mahila Samakhya Society (KMSS), officials and activists on
the growing incidence of sexual abuse of children in tourist areas
of the state. She also released KMSS’s report on the issue and held
a workshop on child rights issues including Right to Education.
She was accompanied by NCPCR Registrar Mr BK Sahu and former
NCPCR member Ms Dipa Dixit.

During her visit to Kolkata from August 27-29, accompanied by
Ms Kiran Bhatty, National Coordinator (Right to Education),
NCPCR, Dr Sinha discussed aspects of the Right to Education Act
in West Bengal with the state’s School Education Minister, the
Chief Secretary and the principal secretaries of concerned depart-
ments. She also met a range of civil society activists, NGOs and the
media. She participated in the regional consultation of the
National Literacy Mission Authority.

Ms Bhatty has received letters suggesting RTE discussions be
held on a regular basis with civil society organizations in the state.
UNICEF or ActionAid could be asked to organize and support
these monthly meetings. Also suggested was a guide in the local
language to facilitate the process of reporting cases of violation of
RTE by anyone in civil society.

End Corporal Punishment
NCPCR Chairperson Shantha Sinha delivered the Zakir Hussain
Memorial lecture ‘End Corporal Punishment’ in Mysore,
Karnataka, as a part of the NCERT Memorial Lecture Series 2010-
11 in November.

Citing numerous recent incidences of violence against chil-
dren in schools, Dr Sinha pointed out that poor students, those of
the scheduled castes and girls face the brunt of such ‘disciplinary’
acts more than other students. In keeping with several interna-
tional laws and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CRC), Indian laws also do not permit corporal punishment in any
setting — home, school or elsewhere. The RTE Act also says no
child shall be subject to “physical punishment or mental harass-
ment” in schools and disciplinary action will be taken against
those contravening the Act.  

Dr Sinha said that though this prohibition is an important
step forward, it does not criminalise corporal punishment. “It
does not resolve contradictory provisions in criminal law in
favour of an absolute ban.”  She said there was widespread social
acceptance of corporal punishment at all level of decision mak-
ing. The deep rooted impact of insulting and abusing children has
not been understood yet. The Commission has heard innumer-
able cases of suicide by children subjected to insinuating and
unreasonable remarks by school teachers. In 2008, there were 98
suicides of children in Tamil Nadu alone as a consequence of cor-
poral punishment.

In recent years, the courts have taken a stand against corporal
punishment in a few instances.  At the level of policy, there is grow-
ing momentum against corporal punishment.  State governments
have issued directives or announced policy banning corporal pun-
ishment in several states including Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Karnataka, Orissa and Uttar Pradesh. The NCPCR has issued
guidelines on the efforts needed to abolish it within the education
system and has communicated them to officials at the central,
state and district level. 

To be effective, the law banning all forms of corporal punish-
ment requires active participation of parents, civil society, school
teachers, administrators of education and school managements,
she said. 

Geneva Consultation on Children
Dr Shantha Sinha was invited to address an expert consultation on
“Child-sensitive counselling, complaint and reporting mecha-
nism” organized by the High Commissioner for Human Rights and
the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary General on
Violence against Children. 

The expert consultation, which took place in Geneva,
Switzerland, in October this year, provided an overview of the differ-
ent models of accessible and child-friendly counselling, complaint
and reporting mechanisms established at the governmental level
and by independent institutions and civil society organizations.

The consultation, attended by 20 experts including govern-
ment representatives, ombudspersons for children and represen-
tatives of National Human Rights Institutions, United Nations
bodies, specialized agencies, intergovernmental and regional
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organizations and civil society, drew attention to challenges and
good practices in the use of such mechanisms by children and
their representatives. 

In particular, issues of accessibility, confidentiality, knowledge
about rights, child participation, safeguarding of privacy and pro-
tection of victims of violence, including sexual violence and
exploitation were discussed. Recommendations were made on
developing and strengthening child-friendly counselling against
violence, referral and reporting mechanisms, respecting the rights
of the child and offering them protection. 

Taking Stock of JJ Act Implementation
The National Commission of Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR)
organized a national level consultation in October to take stock of
the implementation of the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act. The objective was to develop a mechanism to mon-
itor and receive constant feedback regarding the implementation
of provisions of the JJ Act in states and union territories. 

The JJ Act, 2000 (amended in 2006), is a law to address rights
violations of children. This legislation was the first to be framed in
sync with the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child after its
ratification by India in 1991-92.  The JJ Act divides children into
two broad categories, juveniles in conflict with law and children in
need of care and protection. It provides for proper care, protection
and treatment by catering to children’s rights. It attempts to adopt
a child-friendly approach in the adjudication and disposition of
matters in the best interest of a child and secure his/her ultimate
rehabilitation through various methods of institutional and non
institutional care.

All states have been directed by the Supreme Court (SC) to
implement the provisions of the JJ Act immediately and to con-
stitute Juvenile Justice Board (JJB), Child Welfare Committee
(CWC) and Special Juvenile Police Unit (SJPU) in every district
within six weeks. 

Since the Commission has been appointed as the Nodal
Agency to monitor the implementation of the directions passed
by the SC, it had requested the state governments and UTs to file
a report in the Court. Although responses were being received
from the states and UTs, the Commission also asked civil socie-
ty/NGO groups active in the field about the veracity of the infor-
mation received from the states and UTs and find out the actual
situation on the ground.

Welcoming the 45 participants from 30 states/UTs, NCPCR
Member Secretary, Mr Lov Verma said the consultation would be a
roadmap for the JJ Act and guide the way forward by stressing on
both the qualitative and quantitative mapping for the implemen-

tation of the Act.  Mr Harsh Mander, Member, National Advisory
Council, stated children need adult protection. “When deprived of
this protection, a vacuum is created in the child’s life. In such
cases, the need for an alternative system of care arises where the
state takes on the responsibility,” he said.

NCPCR Chairperson Dr Shantha Sinha stressed on the impor-
tance of the deliberations since the NCPCR had been asked to
report periodically on the JJ Act, as well as how to extend the Act to
those who are currently not covered by it. “Institutional and non-
institutional facilities should act as resource centers for each
other. Civil society needs to act as the eyes and ears of the NCPCR.
The need of the hour is to think innovatively,” she said.

Other who spoke included Ms Nina Nayak, Chairperson, State
Commission for Protection of Child Rights (Karnataka), Mr
Vasudev Sharma, Member, State Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (Karnataka), Ms Alpa Vohra, child rights activist,
Mumbai, Mr Joseph Regis, JJ Desk, Andhra Pradesh, Mr Sudhir
Yadav, Joint Commissioner of Police, Delhi Police, Ms Garima
Bhatnagar, ACP, Delhi Police and Mr Rabi Mishra, former district
judge, Bhubaneswar, Orissa. Ms D. Geetha, advocate, Madurai,
Tamil Nadu and Mr Sanjay Gupta, director, CHETNA, Delhi, also
gave their views.

Several recommendations made during the consultations
included: 
� JJ Committee should be headed by a High Court judge
� Regional level conferences, trainings, meetings and seminars

should be organized
� Child rights and protection be a part of police academy  and

judicial training
� District Magistrates should incorporate monitoring indicators
� Reporting can be ensured only when there is greater aware-

ness, sensitization and delivery of justice
� Emphasis on state level reporting
� CWCs need to become proactive
� Ombudsman in every police station to counter police abuse
� School Management Committees should have direct reporting
� Direct reporting by children on pre-printed postcards to

SCPCR/NCPCR
� Civil society reports and media reports should be encouraged
� Foster care schemes required in all states
� Community care needed 
� Adoption related monitoring required 
� Monitoring of RTE can lead to effective curbing of JJ Act
� Setting up of SCPCRs for effective decentralization
� Complaint mechanism through NCPCR’s website
� Setting up of child protection units �
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Based on six public hearings held across the country
on HIV and AIDS among children, the National
Commission for Protection of Child Rights has

found that orphans and vulnerable children infect-
ed/affected by HIV and AIDS are being denied
their fundamental entitlements such as educa-
tion, nutrition, leisure, safe and secure environ-
ment, housing, property rights, shelter, legal aid,
medication (paediatric dosage) and treatment.

To win the fight against the epidemic, the
two major challenges identified by the
Commission are the existence of several child-
headed households and effective community fos-
ter care. It seeks recognition of guardianship for
caregivers and an adoption law and foster care model
for those affected by the infection and left to cope with
life on their own or with siblings. It has sought an
update on the number of children living with HIV;
advocacy, awareness and redressal mechanisms
for children sexually abused and inter-sectoral
convergence of support services by government
and non-government organizations.

In October this year a national consulta-
tion on ‘HIV and AIDS–Rights and
Entitlements of Children’ was held at Vigyan
Bhavan in Delhi in which all stakeholders partic-
ipated. It focussed on the lessons learnt from pub-
lic hearings and the follow up by the state govern-
ments. Action taken reports after the public hearings were also
presented. There was a review of existing laws, systems, institu-
tions and policies of states on child rights and entitlements in the

context of HIV and AIDS. Best practices of states and NGOs
were presented at the meeting.

To avoid fragmented responses towards the issue,
the consultation revealed the need for strong leader-
ship and coordination and tracking of outcomes by
a central authority. The consultation sought to
reduce the gap between the policies on paper and
implementation at the ground level. Tackling HIV
and AIDS, the Commission said, is a multi-

sectoral issue involving simultaneous efforts by
institutions and organizations working at different

levels of governance.
The national consultation showed government

efforts have been largely focussed on prevention of
HIV and AIDS amongst adults, with minimal atten-

tion given to prevention of paediatric HIV and
care and protection of children affected and

infected by HIV and AIDS.
India has the third largest popula-

tion living with HIV and AIDS, and
among them, children are emerg-
ing as a significant group. The
latest estimate of number of peo-
ple living with HIV in India is 2.27
million (2008). However, the num-
ber of children affected by HIV and
AIDS is far larger than those infect-
ed with the virus. Thus, it becomes

imperative to bring under purview not only the infected but also
the population affected by HIV and AIDS, the Commission 
stated. �
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